Movie Quiz Questions And Answers
90s movie trivia questions and answers - copies. the movie was an international success and became the
highest grossing film of 1998 worldwide. quotes trivia 13. there’s no crying in baseball. jimmy dugan (tom
hanks) in a league of their own the 1992 comedy-drama film starred geena davis, tom hanks, lori petty, and
madonna. all of the actresses in the disney movie trivia questions and answers - 12. which disney movie
was the first to have a soundtrack album? snow white and the seven dwarfs the classic 1937 disney film was,
not only the first disney film, but the first american film to have a soundtrack album. at the time, disney did
not have its own music publishing company so the soundtrack was produced by bourne co. music publishers.
kids movie trivia game - moms & munchkins - kids movie trivia game . name the 7 dwarfs in snow white
what is the name of the main red car in the movie cars? what’s the name of the famous big red dog? what type
of fish is nemo? what is the name of shrek’s princess? what is the name of the piggy bank in toy story? what is
the little mermaid’s name? what is the wood-carvers name in ... a christmas movie trivia quiz partycurrent - a christmas movie trivia quiz enjoy this christmas movie trivia quiz and you'll start thinking
about christmas movies in a whole new way. christmas movies often contain an uplifting or traditional story
related to the season. but movies set in christmas - but not as seasonal ﬁlms - don't often get included on the
top 10 christmas movie list. free multiple choice printable movie quiz - cfkcdn - free multiple choice
printable movie quiz 1. what animated feature film was chosen as a 2009 golden globe winner? a. "bolt" b.
"kung fu panda" c. "wall-e" 2. which movie did tom hanks not star in? a. "apollo 13" b. "forest gump" c.
"groundhog day" 3. what sport is prominent in the movie "miracle?" a. basketball b. hockey c. football 4.
disney pixar movie trivia questions and answers - disney pixar movie trivia questions and answers our
fate lives within us, you only have to be brave enough to take this quiz. take this quiz again! up to the
challenge of taking more pixar quizzes? test your perfect score on one of my favorite disney movies, it makes
me wish my mum was still here! like · reply the answers to question 9 are all ... 80s movie trivia questions conversation starters world - hard. beethoven’s ode to joy is the terrorist’s theme song in the movie, and
rickman can be seen humming the song during his elevator scene with mr. takagi. 3. which 80s movie
spawned 6 sequels and a t.v. series? police academy the comedy film grossed $146 million worldwide and
became the sixth highest grossing film of 1984. the film was comprehension and discussion activities for
the movie the ... - comprehension and discussion activities for the movie the pianist this module has been
designed to accompany the film the pianist (2002). the pianist is based on the true ... questions for 2.1 on the
board. play the film to 17.14. answers to 2.1 exercise a: 1. fed up film quiz - influence film club - 1. what
percentage of the u.s. adult population is obese? a. 15% b. 35% c. 55% 2. what percentage of u.s. children
aged 6 to 19 are obese?
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